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With over 1 million copies sold worldwide and translated into 29 languages, Dr. THE Recovery
CODE is your curing package for life--to heal the problems you know about, and those you don't.
Alex Loyd's international bestselling THE HEALING CODE may be the must-have resource to start
healing from mental disease or physical damage, step-by-stage. In 2001, Dr. Alex Loyd
discovered how to activate a physical function built into the body that consistently and
predictably removes the foundation of 95% of most illness and disease so that the neuro-
immune system gets control its job of healing whatever is wrong with your body. His findings
were validated by checks and by the thousands of people from around the globe who have used
The Curing Codes program to heal just about any physical, emotional, or relational issue, as well
as realize breakthroughs in achievement.His tests also revealed that there is a "Universal
Recovery Code" that may heal most issues for most people. The book also contains: The Seven
Secrets of lifestyle, health, and prosperity The 10-second Instant Impact technique for defusing
daily tension The Heart Problems Finder, the only test that identifies your supply problems in a
succinct personalized report. In this publication you'll get that General Healing Code, which
takes only minutes to accomplish.
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This Just Works And IN THE EVENT THAT YOU Do It Consistently You Will Get Well I actually am a
US Army veteran. This book has dramatically improved my health. I have already been on a trip
of recovery for about 30 years now. You just have to do it. I've gone the traditional path on
everything and absolutely nothing worked to greatly help me progress. He was told he had
weeks to live and to obtain his affairs in order. All talking did was reinforce the events that
resulted in my problems to begin with.I started this program about 24 months ago. I'd have
gotten better a lot faster had I proved helpful the program consistently. One of the most
considerations I learned in this procedure is that the individuals who pan this technique by no
means attempted it, or if they did, they didn't stick with it. You won't progress over night. Each
of us is different, and so it will take a different period of time and frequently different codes to
help each folks get well. I simply know that it does.I am highly criticized by other veterans and
other folks for using this technique. Dr. Loyd gives plenty of disclaimers. The objective of the
Codes is definitely to heal the underlying tension that all of us has. The studies he cites through
the entire book are scientific, specially the types performed by the Army, and it is accurate that
memories are stored in the cells of our bodies, not in the brain..What this technique actually
does is to greatly help heal the emotions behind the memories and when those feelings are
healed, the thoughts that cause us so many complications can't cause us problems anymore. It
requires that stress off your body so the body can heal itself. If you want to stay sick and keep
giving away your money, stick to conventional medication. Did God also tell him to charge for
His Healing Code. It is not a magic pill since it requires consistency and the right attitude on the
part of the person who is doing the codes to obtain well. Thank you, many thanks, thank you!
Loyd is normally in it for the money have never visited his websites because he gives away a
great deal of free content which includes free of charge codes and other ideas to help those
people who are using the codes get better faster. I've also posted my outcomes on my Face
Reserve page.For individuals who want in genuinely getting well, this is an excellent place to
start. The claims, along with the scientific studies mentioned in the publication, are all easily
proven. Loyd, Code II and instruct him to charge for it?Nowhere in this reserve does it say this is
an end to anything. I would recommend you browse the entire book, but also for an instant start
you can change to page 221.. I feel positive about my life, and I am right now watching the items
fall into place. I am 52 years old. I feel healthier and younger today, and I have a better health
profile right now than I did so in my 20s. The program has in fact helped me heal my problems,
and both my mental and physical health have improved to amounts I under no circumstances
thought were possible. One of the "unwanted effects" here is that all my gray hair is gone.We
highly recommend this technique, especially if you have tried the rest. Why would the God of
free Grace, instruct a servant to revenue on His free present to him? That doesn't include all the
individuals who die in hospitals. Also after all of the therapy and multiple drugs.! The body is
basically self healing, and when our bodies aren't under stress, it is able to heal itself much more
quickly. While reading your book, in the back of my brain, I stated "There's a catch, there's a
come-on, there always has been these self-help gurus. It works. I speak from first hands
experience. Although I really do go in and also have regular check ups, I am seldom ever sick, I
take no medications now, and Personally i think much better than I ever possess. It is not. I don't
care. It'll show you the hand positions and six minute prayer to get started.I actually said GONE!
I've tried literally everything, including AA, ALANON, drugs, disability, counseling, you name it.
My depression is fully gone after 20 years of suffering! I've Post Traumatic Stress as well as
depression. very informative This was delivered to my Son who had heard about this book. After
a couple of weeks, I realized if I kept my hands in the right position, I could actually feel a



pulsing feeling. After that, I made sure I sensed that pulse before I began counting. I also
discovered I possibly could conjure up this pulse and it would continue without me having to
keep my hands in that position. Then i learned I could do it nearly anywhere - also in the chaotic
Havana airport terminal! In the 8 a few months that I've been doing this exercise, I've gotten
gone sphenoid sinus disease, severe shoulder pain and experienced improvement with insomnia
and sizzling flashes. I've used Prozac, Lexapro, Cymbalta and was on Celexa when I began doing
"the Code". Changed my life!! I researched the Recovery Code online before We finally bought
the reserve. I was looking for proof that it had been a bunch of hooey. Are there other offers?
I've suffered from diagnosed scientific depression for over twenty years. I hearty recommend
trying this out for anyone who wanted to enhance their health without drugs or surgery. EASILY
stopped my medication, within weekly I was suicidal and had to start back up. Life changing This
book is completely life changing Three Stars My wife hardly ever said. I'm a real person, not
some type of plant (as I've read on those low reviews). That is right.. That's why it is so difficult
to obtain well. The proof here is ultimately in the results, and this will provide you with results
like you have never experienced. Loyd ever did. I've now been depression free of charge for a
month. I haven't had any medication for per month!! Personally i think great! I have no idea how
it operates, only that it can. I have also began using it for my 14 yr outdated cat with hip
dysplasia. He hadn't been able to jump on my bed or my lap going back few months, therefore i
thought, why not try the Code on him as well. Very much to my amazement, I can't maintain him
off my lap or my bed right now. Loyd and Mr. Yes. A great friend explained about this book and
also the Joanna Budwig protocol. But I'm therefore passionate about my outcomes, that I
experienced compelled to write this review. Within 2 days of doing the Code, just 3 times per
day as stated, my depression is gone. Even the regular healing code program is only $50, which
really is a steal, and you get yourself a copy of the recording so you can use it again and again..
Johnson for posting this life changing details with me and the globe.I want everyone We know
to know on the subject of the Code. The reserve offers you the "grasp" Code. What I came across
instead was the answer to my prayers. Yes, but only if you want. There is that all I need is the
master Code to obtain the results I need and I purchased the publication on Amazon for $35
(that included the delivery). That was money well spent. I am eternally grateful to Mr. Is this my
first-time posting?. For those who say that Dr.! Amazing healing! I've hardly ever felt the
necessity to post a review before. I deducted that most mental medical researchers are sicker
than I am, and they were working out their problems within my expense. Jerry has been cancers
free of charge for six years today! He prospects a cancer support group at his church and hasn't
only been an excellent inspiration to me and also numerous others. When I first read this
reserve I thought it sounded just a little hokey. After weekly I tried it and wow! The sense of
peace and healing that came over me was amazing. I received the same responses from two of
my friends with cancer. Personally i think better than I ever have in my life. It works, and it works
perfectly, and as I continue to get well, all my critics possess stayed sick.. Though I found the
writing just a little cumbersome, I did so appreciate having the ability to jump ahead to the
component where they explain how to perform the codes. He stated it is extremely informative
and uplifting. A Heartbreaking Mixture of Truth and Outright Lies The writer ardently professes
to become a Christian. Amazing!. I've a lot at stake. Loyd.. My triggers are melting off, and
Personally i think happy most of the time.exactly why is it that he fees others for what he thus
freely was given.This is not a straightforward program to do. Isn't it God's? I am a Christian who
offers survived horrendous trauma and still suffer the consequences of it. If you would like to
obtain well, try out this." I was dismayed to find that there is. First, the price of the reserve. Why



would God provide such an ideal gift, but only give it to those that are able it, or who are well-
linked? Why would God after that provide Dr. I don't always know how it works. Just what a
bargain, only $197 for the digital download and just $297 for the hard copy! 300 people will die
today in america because of prescription drug interactions.here are some of my thoughts: IF,
God simply downloaded this information to Dr. I could sense, every day, the inward battle to
resist the pull of dark thoughts buried within my psyche. Modern medication doesn't get rid of
anything, and it offers taken far more of our cash than Dr...We am not really healed. As Dr. Loyd
therefore rightly stated, coping isn't healing and it COSTS a great deal. Take everything in
Insightful and hopeful Great Wife loves it Fall short to be metaphysical and science but an effort
to place them together effectively. That is a book about combining praying with energy healing,
taking in consideraton of the psychological situations. Readers who are amply trained in energy
healing (such as for example Reiki, Estoeric healing) may find this book too brief. Readers who
are used to read wellness books by practictioners in the medical field could be disappointed by
the little amout of sciences or medical info it provides. This publication may excite visitors in
how energy curing and psychology/sciences can be married to each other. Five Stars This book
has changed my life. I have already been looking for years for ways to get off the anti-
depressants.
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